
Jaswant Modern School
Class 11 - Physics

Worksheet 1

Each question carries 1 marks

1.If S=t³-6t²,then the velocity at t=3s is
a)27m/s        b)-27m/s        c)9m/s        d)-9m/s

2.The slope of s-t graph gives
a) velocity      b) displacement     c) acceleration d)impulse

3.If a stone is dropped from the tower of height 20 metres then the time taken to reach the
ground is
a)1s        b)2s.        c)3s         d)4s

4.Unit vector gives
a)direction      b) magnitude        c) both. d)none

5.The magnitude of static friction is ______ the kinetic friction
a)less         b)more        c)equal        d)not defined

Each question carries 2 marks

6.State the number of significant figures in the following:
(a) 0.007 m2 (b) 2.64 x 104 kg

7.Write the dimensions of universal gravitational constant.

8.A body of mass 5 kg is acted upon by two perpendicular forces 8 N and 6 N. Give the
magnitude and direction of the acceleration of the body.

9.A 2 kg mass is suspended from a rigid support and another mass of 5 kg is suspended from
the 2 kg mass. calculate the tension in both the strings when in equilibrium.

10.For the projectile motion from ground to ground if maximum height reached is equal to the
range of flight. find the angle of projection.

Each question carries 3 marks

11. Prove the parallelogram law of vector addition.



12.The ceiling of a long hall is 25 m high. What is the maximum horizontal distance that a ball
thrown with a speed of 40 m s-1  can go without hitting the ceiling of the hall?

13.A drunkard walking in a narrow lane takes 5 steps forward and 3 steps backward, followed
again by 5 steps forward and 3 steps backward, and so on. Each step is 1 m long and requires
1 s. Plot the x-t graph of his motion. Determine graphically and otherwise how long the drunkard
takes to fall in a pit 13 m away from the start.

14. A car moving along a straight highway with speed of 126 km h-1 is brought to a stop within a
distance of 200 m. What is the retardation of the car (assumed uniform), and how long does it
take for the car to stop?

15.Two bodies of masses 10 kg and 20 kg respectively kept on a smooth, horizontal surface are
tied to the ends of a tight string. A horizontal force F = 600 N is applied to (i) A, (ii) B along the
direction of string. What is the tension in the string in each case?



Jaswant Modern School
Class 11- Physics

Worksheet 2

Each question carries one mark

1.Number of significant figures in 2.030 are
a)1                    b)2                     c)3 d)4

2. The SI unit for the solid angle is
a)radian.           b)degrees          c) steradian d)none

3. If the motion is in the straight line then
a)distance=displacement   b)distance <displacement c)distance>displacement  d)not possible

4. A ball is thrown upwards with a speed of 28 m/s,then the speed of a ball one second before
reaching the maximum height is
a)5m/s              b)-5m/s               c)10m/s d)20m/s

5. The angle between the two vectors is always
a)less than 90°     b)greater than 90°.   c)between 0° and 180°.  d) between 0° and 90°

Each question carries 2 marks

6. Write the dimensions of momentum.

7.The difference of two unit vectors is a unit vector then find the angle between the vectors.

8.Is A×B = B×A commutative?

9.If a ball is projected from the tower of height 20 with the horizontal velocity of 5 m/s. Find the
time taken by the particle to reach the ground and the range covered by it.

10. Write the expression of the mass if the body travels with the speed nearly to the speed of
light.

11. Explain the conservation of momentum.

12.If a monkey is climbing a rope with a acceleration of 2 m/s² having a mass of 20 kg.find the
tension in the rope.

13. Define angle of repose with a suitable expression.



14. If a person is moving upwards in an accelerator find the expression for the tension in the
string.

15. What are the conditions of the Newton's third law of motion.

Each question carries 3 marks

16.if a car moves from point a to point B at 40 kilometres per hour and comes back again from
point B to point a at 60 kilometres per hour find the average speed.

17.Different measurements of the length of a rod are 4.2,4.5,4,4.3 and 4.6 then find a)mean
value b) absolute error c)mean absolute error d)fractional error e)percentage error.

18.If S=t³-6t² find the time when the body is doing rest.

19. Derive the expression for the time of flight, maximum height reached and range for the
projectile motion.

20.If a ball is projected from the tower of height 20m with the velocity of 30m/s then find the time
taken to reach the ground and horizontal range.


